
 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

This Agreement is made between _______________________(Employee’s Name) and Thick N’ 

Sassy.Com, on __________________20___. Employee will perform services for Thick N’ Sassy.Com 

which may require Thick N’ Sassy.Com to disclose confidential and proprietary information to Employee. 

(Confidential Information is any information of any kind, nature, or description concerning any matters 

affecting or relating to Employee 's services for Thick N’ Sassy.Com, the business or operations of Thick 

N’ Sassy.Com, and/or the products, showcases, drawings, plans, processes, or other data of Thick N’ 

Sassy.Com). Accordingly, to protect the Thick N’ Sassy.Com.  

Confidential Information that will be disclosed to Employee, the Employee agrees as follows.  

A. Employee will hold the Confidential Information received from Thick N’ Sassy.Com in strict 

confidence and shall exercise a reasonable degree of care to prevent disclosure to others. 

________(INITIAL)  

B. Employee will not at any time, in any fashion, form, or manner, either directly or indirectly 

divulge, disclose, or communicate to any person, firm, news reporter, or corporation in any 

manner whatsoever any information of any kind, nature, or description concerning any matters 

affecting or relating to the business of Thick N’ Sassy.Com including, without limitation, the 

names of any its customers, the prices it obtains or has obtained, or at which it sells or has sold 

its products, or any other information concerning the business of employer, its manner of 

operation, or its plans, processes, or other date of any kind, nature, or description without 

regard to whether any or all of the foregoing matters would be deemed confidential, material, 

or important. ________(INITIAL)  

C. Employee will not reproduce the Confidential Information nor use this information commercially 

or for any purpose other than the performance of his/her duties for Thick N’ 

Sassy.Com________(INITIAL) 

D. Employee agrees that he will not solicit, divert or take away prospective customers from Thick 

N’ Sassy.com 

E. Employee will, upon the request or upon termination of his/her relationship with Thick N’ 

Sassy.Com deliver to Thick N’ Sassy.Com any notes, designs, documents, equipment, and 

materials received from Thick N’ Sassy.Com or originating from its activities for Thick N’ 

Sassy.Com________(INITIAL) 

F. Thick N’ Sassy.Com shall have the sole right to determine the treatment of any information that 

is part or project specific received from Employee, including the right to keep the same as a 

trade secret, to use and disclose the same without prior patent applications, to file copyright 

registrations in its own name or to follow any other procedure as Thick N’ Sassy.Com may deem 

appropriate. ________(INITIAL) 
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G. Thick N’ Sassy.Com reserves the right to take disciplinary action, up to and including termination 

for violations of this agreement.In the event that enforcement of any or legal action become 

necessary, all expenses will be paid by [employee]. ________(INITIAL) 

Employee represents and warrants that it is not under any preexisting obligations inconsistent with the 

provisions of this Agreement. Signing below signifies that the Employee agrees to the terms and 

conditions of the agreement stated above. Thick N’ Sassy.Com 

 

Employee’s Signature________________________              Date____________ 

 

Human Resource Signature____________________              Date____________ 
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